We deliver from “start to finish”

a flexible and individually tailored suite of services across the computing, networking and consulting spectrum from
managed services, communications and hosting to security, back-up and data recovery, as well as specific projects to
maximise the value from Clients’ IT Infrastructures.

Why choose Atlas?

Our Capabilities & Clients

PP Entirely customer-centric; emphasising our focus
on ‘listening and understanding to our customer
requirements

Our clients are from a range of different private sector
operations and industries, many of whom have been
with Atlas in excess of ten years,

PP Business relevance focused approach to IT systems
and service value justification.

We are experts in the fields of Unix, Linux, Apple,
Windows, LAN/WAN communications and networking.

PP Deep-rooted convictions on honesty, integrity and
objectivity.

We provide best-practice and best-investment returns
consultancy to all our clients, but are equally ready
to work with existing equipment to ensure a secure
operational environment.

PP Belief in maximising overall value for clients rather
than a total cost focus.
PP A long term relationship and not a commodity driven
business.
PP Over 20 years and hundreds of man years experience
in the Sector
PP Ability to undertake projects with mixed
architectures and hybrid solutions which often
provide more business value than a ‘one size fits all’
solution.
PP ISO 9001, ISO 27001 and IIP registered.

A team of dedicated professional engineers, with
between 5 and 25 years technical experience, holding
not only Vendor Accreditations, but also internationally
recognised Specialist Accreditations e.g. CISSP.
Extensive project management experience including
Server Replacement/Upgrades
Specific Technology and Service Capabilities
Partnerships with key supply-side technologies
businesses, to provide clients with products that meet
a complete business solution.
Our engineering and technical expertise is aligned with
our own secure UK network with diverse multiple Tier
1 and Telco gateways connecting our militry grade data
centre with additional datacentres nationwide.

Contact Us

www.atlasbusiness.com
Globe Works,
79 Hospital Street, Nantwich, Cheshire, CW5 5RL

Our own ‘super secure’ Ex-Nuclear bunker facility
provides network connectivity, data centre services,
large capacity computing arrays and a safe working
environment for relocating people in the event of a
business disaster.

0333 666 3330

